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Abstract—We proposed some methods to calculate computer
agent’s emotion from contents of utterances and to output facial
expression of the agent according to the calculated emotion.
However, if we construct such methods ad hoc, our mental
model will be quite different from process of real human’s
mind. In this paper, we improve our mental model based on
discussion in philosophy of mind. In philosophical field, there
are two approaches to explain the relationship between mind
and matter, monism which deals mind and matter with the same
one and dualism where mental phenomena are non-physical.
In this research, we use “interactionist dualism.” Our mental
model is separated into physical network, emotion network, and
mood network. Furthermore, some nodes in mental state and
physical state are connected according to causal relationship and
it outputs facial expression and changes action of the agent. The
relationship are realized in our proposed Mental State Transition
Network with learning and our mental model can represent the
emotion with a stimulus from physical event to mind.

I. I NTRODUCTION

At a beginning of the 21th century, some people said that
“although the 20th century was the “time of matter,” but the
21st century will be the “time of the heart.” The expression
“time of the heart” indicates mental health care, change of the
sense of values considering feeling, and so on. Researchers
in various fields such as information science, psychology[1],
human engineering[2], brain physiology[3], and so on are
approaching to “mind.” It was difficult to deal with mind
and emotion in science field because they are ambiguous and
vague. However, recent researches can approach to process of
the mind scientifically by development of measurement ma-
chines, measurement method using computer which simulate
the process of the mind.

Our research group proposed methods to calculate the
agent’s emotion from the contents of utterances and to express
emotions which are aroused in computer agent by using
synthesized facial expression[4]–[6]. We applied our methods
to construct counseling system for mental care and interaction
system which can consider human emotion [7]. In order
to proceed such research, we have to learn not only the
knowledge of information science but also that in other fields.

In order to simulate emotion processes by using computer,
mind model for emotion process is required. However, if nec-
essary functions are added to the mental model haphazardly,
the mental model will be quite different system from real

mental process. In philosophy, there is a theme called “mind-
body problem” which discusses about what mind is and how
mind and body relate. There are two major approach in the
literature of [8]. One is monism that mind is just a specific
statement of the brain and body and mind itself is not exist
as a substance. The other is dualism that there is something
different from body in ontology and it is mind.

In this paper, we propose a new mental model which con-
siders discussion about mind-body problem for our proposed
mental calculation method. Our mental calculation method
consists of two processes; calculating 20 types of emotions
from an input event[4]–[6] and transiting agent’s mood based
on calculated emotion[7]. Our former model could deal with
only an input event, however, generally an event can cause
the other events based on general reasoning. Therefore, we
consider that new model has physical network and it makes
deduction from the input event possible. And the original
input event and deducted events are inputted into the emotion
calculation process.

Calculated emotions cause effect to the mood of the agent.
Ren[9] proposed the Mental State Transition Network (MSTN)
which has the basic concept of approximating to human phys-
iological and mental responses. The assumption of discrete
emotion state is that human emotion are classified into some
kinds of stable discrete states, called “mental state,” and the
variance of emotions occurs in the transition from a state to
other state with a probability. Furthermore, the mental model
can indicate a reasoning ground of that aroused mental state
(mood) effects to its actions.

The organization of the subsequent discussion is as follows.
Section 2 introduces emotion calculating process which we
proposed and Section 3 introduces mood calculating method
using MSTN. Section 4 explains mind-body problem in phi-
losophy. Section 5 proposes mental model considering philo-
sophical discussion, and Our proposed model is simulated
in Section 6. Conclusions and future work are presented in
Section 7.

II. EMOTION GENERATING CALCULATIONS METHOD

Initially, the Emotion Generating Calculations method
(EGC) mechanism is explained briefly. The EGC extracts
pleasure/displeasure from an event expressed by the case frame
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Fig. 1. Dependency among Emotion Group

representation. Favorite Values (FVs) which show the degree
of like/dislike for objects are defined. The FVs are given a real
number on a ratio of [-1.0, 1.0]. Each equation consists of 2
or 3 terms like subject, object and predicate and calculates the
emotion in an event based on the relation among the terms.
An emotional space is assumed as three-dimensional space.
Pleasure/displeasure for input event is calculated by judging
in which area the synthetic vector exists[4][5].

Based on emotion intensity calculated by the EGC and the
situation, the pleasure/displeasure is classified into 20 types
of emotions. The classifying method requires judging such
conditions as follows; “feeling for another,” “prospect and
confirmation,” “approval/disapproval”[4][6]. The 20 emotions
are classified into an emotional group as follows;, “joy” and
“distress” as a group of “Well-Being”; “happy-for,” “gloating,”
“resentment,” and “sorry-for” as a group of “Fortunes-of-
Others”; “hope” and “fear” as a group of “Prospect-based”;
“satisfaction,” “relief,” “fears-confirmed,” and “disappoint-
ment” as a group of “Confirmation”; “pride,” “admiration,”
“shame,” and “reproach” as a group of “Attribution”; and
“gratitude,” “anger,” “gratification,” and “remorse” as a group
of “Well-Being/Attribution.” Figure 1 shows the dependency
among the groups of emotion types.

III. M ENTAL STATE TRANSITION NETWORK(MSTN)

A. Mental State Transition Network[9]

The Mental State Transition Network, proposed by Ren[9],
has the basic concept of approximating to human physiolog-
ical and mental responses. He focuses not only information
included in the elements of phonation, facial expressions,
and speech usage, but also human psychological character-
istics based on the latest achievements of brain science and

Fig. 2. Transition Cost

TABLE I
TRANSITION COST IN MSTN

current\next happy quiet sad surprise angry fear disgust

happy 0.421 0.362 0.061 0.060 0.027 0.034 0.032

quiet 0.213 0.059 0.090 0.055 0.039 0.051 0.042

sad 0.084 0.296 0.320 0.058 0.108 0.064 0.068

surprise 0.190 0.264 0.091 0.243 0.086 0.076 0.048

angry 0.056 0.262 0.123 0.075 0.293 0.069 0.121

fear 0.050 0.244 0.137 0.101 0.096 0.279 0.092

disgust 0.047 0.252 0.092 0.056 0.164 0.075 0.313

psychologyin order to derive transition networks for human
psychological states. The assumption of discrete emotion state
is that human emotion are classified into some kinds of
stable discrete states, called “mental state,” and the variance
of emotions occurs in the transition from a state to other
state with a probability. The probability of transition is called
“transition cost” and it is not the same. Moreover, with no
stimulus from the external world, the probability may converge
to fall into a certain value as if the confusion of the mind
leaves and is relieved. On the contrary, with a stimulus from
external world and/or attractive thought in internal world, the
continuous accumulated emotional energy cannot jump to the
next mental state and remains in its mental state still. The
simulated model of MSTN[9] describes the simple relations
among some kinds of stable emotions and the corresponding
transition probability. The probability was calculated from
analysis of many statistical questionnaire data.

The MSTN denotes a mental state as a node, a set of some
kinds of emotion stateS, the current emotional stateScur,
and the transition costcost(Scur,Si), which is the transition
cost as shown in Figure 2.

In [9], 6 kinds of emotion state and quiet state are con-
sidered for questionnaire. That is, the transition table of
cost(Si,Sj), i = 1, 2, · · · , 7, j = 1, 2, · · · , 7 is prepared. The
experiment for participants was examined without stimulus
from external world. Each participant fills in the numerical
value from 1 to 10 that means the strength of relation among
emotional states. Moreover, same questionnaire was examined
under the condition with the stimulus from external world. 200
participants answered the questionnaire. The numerical values
in Table I show the statistical analysis results. The transition
cost from each current state to the next state is summarized
to 1.
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B. EGC with Mental State Transition Network[10]

Even if there are no signals from external world, the mental
state will change a little. In this case, the transition costs
represented in Table I are adopted to calculated emotion by
EGC. In this paper, we assume that the stimulus from an
external world is the communication by language and the
emotion is calculated as follows.
#(Si → Sj)is the number of transition from an emotional

stateSi(1 ≤ i ≤ 7) to Sj(1 ≤ j ≤ 7). The transition cost is
calculated by using the total of#(Si → Sj) for all emotional
state. Eq.(1) means that the higher transition cost is, the less
transition occurs.

cost(Si, Sj) = 1− #(Si → Sj)∑7
k=1 #(Si → Sj)

, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 7 (1)

Eq.(2) calculates the next emotional state from the original
emotional state by using the emotion vector.

next = argmaxi

(
ei

cost(Scur, Si)

)
, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 7 (2)

The emotion vector consists of 9 kinds of emotion which are
classified 28 kinds of emotions as shown in Table II. Figure
3 shows the mental state transition network by using EGC.
The circled numbers in Figure 3 are the number in the left
side of Table II. Theei is the strength of mode groupi and
ei(1 ≤ i ≤ 9) is the maximum value of elements belonged in
the each setei as follows.

e1 = max(egloating, ehope, · · · , eshy)
e2 = max(ejoy, ehappy−for)

:

e9 = max(esurprise)

The emo in Eq.(3) calculates the maximum emotion group
k according to the transition cost between current state and
next state.

emo = argmaxk(
ek

cost(Scur, next(Scur, k))
), 1 ≤ k ≤ 9

(3)
, wherenext(Scur, k) is transition from the current state to
next state by selecting mode groupk.

C. Mental State Transition Learning Network[11]

Mental State Transition Network may meet the distortion by
inputted the signals from external world. For such a case, it
might be natural to adjust the transition cost. Eq.(3) is useful
for the change of transition cost, because it can select only
a mode among 9 kinds of emotion group. Then if human
feels strong emotion, they can forget its event that the emotion
occurred, but the emotion remains in their mind. Therefore, if
ei is larger than the threshold value, the modification ofei,
which takes the maximum value of emotion, is required as
follows.

TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION OF GENERATED EMOTION

EmotionGroup Emotion

1 gloating,hope, satisfaction, relief, pride, admiration,

liking, gratitude, gratification, love, shy

2 joy, happy-for

3 sorry-for, shame, remorse

4 fear-confirmed, disappointment, sadness

5 distress,perplexity

6 disliking, hate

7 resentment,reproach, anger

8 fear

9 surprise

Fig. 3. Mental State Transition Network with EGC

Modify ei = αi[t]× ei

Modify otherwise =
1

5
αi[t]× ei (4)

, whereαi[t] is a decay or amplifier parameter depending on
emotion groupi and timet. ‘5’ means current state toi and
itself were excluded from 7 kinds of moods. When we feel a
kind of strong emotion, we cannot get out of the situation.
Therefore, Eq.(4) means that only a value to the specified
emotion still be large.

Figure 4 shows the example of when the current state is
“Quiet” and the next state is “Sad.” If theModify ei is a
positive number, the mental state transition learning network
decreasesModify otherwise from the current transition cost
connected with the dot lines and addsModify ei to the
current transition cost with the normal line. There is no
modification for the self-loop.
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Fig. 4. Concept of learning in MSTN

Although the value ofαi[t] depends on emotion groupi,
we can see the continuousness of emotion in Table I. That is,
the emotion is not easy to change and remains in its situation,
because human emotion may be stored in the memory. As
shown in Table I, the values of transition cost fromi to i,
cost(Si, Si), and that fromi to “Quiet”, cost(Si, Squiet) are
higher than other transition costs. Therefore, for such cases,
αi[t] is set to high as if the emotion remains still. However,
the cost(Scur, Si) cannot exceed 1. Therefore, we set the
thresholdθ to the maximum value ofcost(Scur, Si). On the
contrary, even if there is no stimulus from external world,
the strength of emotion will decrease gradually depending
time t. The phenomenon resembles to forgetting curve which
Hermann Ebbinghaus[12] discovered the exponential nature of
forgetting:R = e−

t
S , whereR is memory relation,S is the

relative strength of memory, andt is time.

IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEENM IND AND BODY IN

PHILOSOPHY

A. Approach to Mind-Body Problem

The mind-body problem is commonly seen as the central
issue in philosophy of mind. The problem concerns the expla-
nation of the relationship that exists between minds, or mental
processes, and bodily states or processes[13], i.e. how minds
are affected by and can affect the body. There are two types
of approaches to mind-body problem; monism and dualism.

Monism is any philosophical view which holds that there
is unity in given field and it does not agree that mind and
matter are ontologically different. On the other hand, dualism
is a set of views about the relationship between mind and
matter, which begins with the claim that mental phenomena are
non-physical[14]. There are some dualist views of mental cau-
sation; interactionism[14], parallelism[15], occasionalism[16],
epiphenomenalism[17], and so on. Figure 5 shows three va-
rieties of dualist causal interaction. The arrows indicate the
direction of the interactions.

Interactionism is the view that mental states, such as beliefs
and desires, causally interact with physical states[14]. It seems
to appeal to common-sense because we are surrounded by
such everyday occurrences as a child’s touching a hot stove
(physical event) which causes him to feel pain (mental event)
and then yell and scream (physical event) which causes his

Fig. 5. Three Varieties of Dualist Causal Interaction

parents to experience a sensation of fear and protectiveness
(mental event) and so on.

Psycho-physical parallelism is a very unusual view about the
interaction between mental and physical events. Philosophers
who advocate parallelism decided that interaction between
material and immaterial was impossible. In reality, mental
causes only have mental effects and physical causes only have
physical effects. In other words, physical event never causes
mental effects, and vice versa[15]. In the example of child’s
touching a stove, the touching stove causes yell and scream
except any mind processes. On the other hand, when the child
feels pain, surprise and sad are aroused from the pain.

Occasionalism is a philosophical doctrine about causation
which says that created substances cannot be efficient causes
of events. Instead, all events are taken to be caused directly
by God himself[16]. In the stove example, all events including
physical and mental events are caused directly by God and
there are not any causal relationship among the events.

According to epiphenomenalism, all mental events are
caused by a physical event and have no physical consequences,
and that one or more mental states do not have any influence
on physical states[17]. In the stove example, a child’s touching
a hot stove (physical event) which causes him to feel pain
(mental event) and yell and scream (physical event). Then the
yell and scream causes his parents to experience a sensation of
fear and protectiveness (mental event). However, feeling pain
does not cause surprise and sad directly. All mental events are
just epiphenomena of physical events.

B. Approach to Emotion Generating Calculations and Mind-
Body Problem

We proposed a method to arouse pleasure/displeasure from
a physical event and to classify the pleasure/displeasure into
20 types of emotions based on the situation of the input event.
Furthermore, our method calculates the mood of computer
agent from aroused emotions and expresses an adequate facial
expression and action[6]. When a point of view of mind-
body problem is applied into our proposed method, monism
is the most similar to our method because both physical
events and mental events are dealt with the same reasoning
processes in computer. However, our computer simulation of
external physical world is too incomplete to reduce all mental
events including emotions into physical events. Therefore, this
research adopts dualism which mental events are distinguished
from physical events.

There are various types of dualism based on the causal
relationship between physical events and mental states. That
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Fig. 6. Relationship between Interactionism and Proposed Method

is, their types are interaction and parallelism in dualism.
Especially, this paper proposes a model based on interac-

tionist dualism (interactionism) because there are two types of
causal relationships from physical input events to mental states
(emotion) and from mental states (mood) to physical events
(facial expression and action), and past mental state can be
a factor to change present mental state. Figure 6 shows our
proposed model according to interactionism. In our method,
emotions are aroused from physical events by using Emotion
Generating Calculations method (EGC). Then, next mood is
calculated based on present mood and aroused emotions. Men-
tal state is expressed by a network (MSTN) which has seven
nodes (happy, sad, angry, disgust, fear, surprise, and quiet).
Now, we are investigating causal relationship between physical
events and relationship from mental state to physical event.
Causal relationship between physical events corresponds to
deductive reasoning and causal relationship from mental state
to physical event corresponds to planning based on desire.

V. STRATIFIED M IND MODEL

Okada proposed five-layer (digitalized raw data accepted
by the organs of perception, perceptual/kinetic features, con-
ceptual features, simple concepts, concept network) mind
model[18]. This model contains not only emotional process
but also the other processes such as planning and natural
language process because the model assumes necessary and
sufficient process to simulate all of mind processes. Our
research focuses function to change agent’s mood by physical
events and function to change physical statement by agent’s
mood. Figure 7 shows our stratified model of mind. Physical
network is connected by causal relationship based on general
reasoning. Mental network consists on emotion network and
mood network. Emotion network is the network of emotion
dependency by EGC as shown in Figure 1. Not only arousal
of pleasure/displeasure but also situation of input event relate
to arousal of complicated emotions on emotion network.
Some data of the situation are obtained from physical causal
relationship such as who action taker is and when the event
happened/will happen. Mood network is correspond to MSTN
(Figure 3) and the agent’s mood transits based on emotions
aroused on emotion network. Next mood is calculated from
present mood and aroused emotions as shown in Eq.(3). Then,
mood gives various effects to (physical) body such as facial
expression, action, heart rate, tension of muscles, and so on.

Fig. 7. Stratified Model of Mind

Fig. 8. Arc with delay time

Incidentally, physical network and mood network have self-
loop to simulate a situation that the state does not transit.

Agent recognizes something when the agent perceives
stimulus and classifies it into various types of information.
Although the time for recognition is very short in general,
there is a case to require much time for recognition when the
agent in some special mental state. All reasoning and transition
do not happen at the same time on physical network and
mood network and some rules are applied with some delays.
Therefore, we set up delay timed for all arcs in the networks.
Delay timed12 in Figure 8 is the range of [0, D] and the state
transits with no delay when the delay time is 0.

VI. SIMULATION OF PROPOSEDMODEL

The following example is a process of our proposed method
from point of view of Juliet when an event “Romeo dates with
Juliet” is inputted.

Apply Causal Relationship to Physical Event
“Romeodates with Juliet.”
→“Romeo will marry with Juliet.”
→“Juliet’s parents will oppose the marriage.

Ar ouse pleasure/displeasure
input event:“Romeo dates with Juliet.”

predicate = “date with” FV=+0.6
subject = “Romeo” FV=+0.9
object = “Juliet” FV=+1.0

→ Pleasure

Calculate complicated emotions
(1) arouse “pleasure”→ “Happy”
(2) action taker is “Romeo” and “Juliet” feels “Happy”
→ “Admiration”

(3) “Happy” and “Admiration” are aroused→ “Gratitude”
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Fig. 9. Simulation Result

“Romeowill marry with Juliet.”
→ “Joy” and “Hope”

“Juliet’s parents will oppose the marriage.”
→ “displeasure” of Juliet’s parents→ “Distress” and “Fear”

Transit Mental State
presentmental state→ “Quiet”
e1 = 1.47, e2 = 1.47, e5 = 1.10, e8 = 1.10
next mental state→ “Happy”

Effect to Physical Body
“Happy” → “Juliet smiles.”

Figure 9 shows the simulation result based on our mental
layer model. Node P1, P2, P3, and P4 indicate “Romeo dates
with Juliet,” “Romeo will marry with Juliet,” “Juliet’s parents
will oppose the marrage,” and “Juliet smiles,” respectively.

As shown in Figure 9, the path from P2 to “Quiet” through
Hope is different from the path through P3, Distress and/or
Fear. Because the time to convergence situation is not same,
we should take the delay time into account. Therefore, the
former path is added an appropriate delay timed, on the way
to “Quiet” from “Hope.”

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a mental model which calculates
emotion and mood from physical input event based on dis-
cussion of philosophy of mind. This research adopts dualism
to deal with physical events and mental state separately. Our
mental model is created based on interactionism in dualism
because emotion was calculated from physical event and
statement of body also changes by mental state. Our mental
model has physical layer and mental layer and the mental layer
consists of emotion network and mood network. Although
former mental process can deal with only an input event, this
proposed model can arouse much more emotions by applying
reasoning to input event in physical layer. Furthermore, the
mood calculated from the model can give effect to body
statement and action by feedback the mental state to physical
layer.

For the future works, reasoning rules for common knowl-
edge to realize causal relationship of physical event and
process about changing action according to mental state should
be prepared. We will demonstrate the performance of our

proposed method to investigate the relation between mental
states and utterances in a real conversation.
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